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Introductions

Prof. Troy
B. Felver
United States
Gazette Faculty Advisor

From Admission
to Commencement,
Through Ajou,
A New You

Time in the GSIS is about broadening your horizons,
physically, metaphorically and intellectually. Hit the
books. Engage with your classmates. You get what you
give in your studying, and the more you learn, the more

04

Your admission to Ajou’s GSIS is not simply a letter

you grow. But beyond this, you also must consider your

granting you the privilege to study with a wide array of

future, as it will be here sooner than you think. Don’t

distinguished professors and highly-motivated students;

let the urgent overwhelm the important; focus on your

it is the ticket to life transformation. Arriving green,

long term plans. Build relationships with your peers and

tired and excited, you dive into your new life. Off the

professors.

plane, you find accommodation, go through the blur of

Eventually, through hard work and euphoria, you reach

orientation (pro tip: pay VERY careful attention to the

the summit of your journey… you earn your Master's

rules and regulations…. Your future self will thank you)

degree. Your mother always knew you were wise, and

and start making new friends.

now, the rest of the world will too, from today until the

You take a break from studying. Explore Jeju. Hike

end of days. But the conclusion of your degree is not

Namsan. Tour Hwaseong. Walk Gyeongbokgung. Ascend

the end of your relationship with Korea. Oh no, that will

Lotte Tower. Experience temple stay. It’s a brilliant

endure as long as you still breathe. Your GSIS graduation

country with immense beauty, natural and made-made.

is not the conclusion of your relationship with Korea,

But as bountiful and majestic as the sights appear, some

but only it’s commencement. You will bring Korea with

say the dynamic culture is an equal draw. With five

you, anywhere and everywhere, as long as you walk and

thousand years of history together with hypermodernity,

wander the earth. Transitioning from GSIS is not the

Korea has it all. Korean dramas stun the world with

end, or even the beginning of the end, but quite simply

their powerful stories. K-pop’s fans continue to swell

and beautifully, the end of the beginning of a long and

across all continents of the world. You are so fortunate

amazing story that is your new life.

to be here, now.

Do good, do well, and make us proud!
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Introductions

Prof. Iain Watson

and the information age back in the day may recognize

the aim of all social activity must be to eliminate any

leeway. The torture some politicians must go through

his name and the trilogy ‘The Network Society’. Is it

deficiencies in both economic and cultural life. In many

during their four course meals and privileged lifestyles.

possible to have networks without connections, fragile

classes this semester I have focused on the role of the

What strength, what character, what resilience! This is

or resilient, perhaps? The philosophers Hardt and Negri

state. There are often tensions, as identified by Francis

notwithstanding that most of us share these values in

talked about the network ‘swarm’ in the early 2000s. For

Fukuyama, between state centralization and liberal

our everyday life anyway. We just get on with it . I’ve

them the network connection is definitely /maybe the

democracy. Democracy without centralization can be

never understood the impulse required by some in power

new empire or panopticon.

fragile. However, centralization on its own terms can

to advertise the ‘I am a humanist’ or ‘I am a Christian’

undermine democracy as a process, goal and institution.

or ‘I am middle class now’ or whatever they want to

Distinguished Professor’s

Nonetheless, lots of questions have been opened up

As we discuss in class, this is the classic Hobbes versus

identify themselves as. Ok, I say, many congratulations,

Column

by this slogan. I suppose, such words are unconsciously

Locke. Do you know what I mean? This can mean that

bully for you! The President of South Korea asked

or deliberately invoked to provoke and nurture more

democracy quickly becomes a façade or an illiberal

the EU and European members of the permanent UN

questions. Indeed, my view of teaching is the idea of

mutation of democracy where elections are technically

Security Council to consider loosening sanctions on North

asking questions and of ‘drawing out’ knowledge by

held on days that are deemed one-off ‘national holidays’

Korea. To be honest this probably wasn’t the best time

making students recognize what they might already know

but no one knows (or has time to worry) what happens

to discuss the Korean Peninsula with the EU, during

but in a very different context. It is always more difficult

in-between elections. Electioneering becomes fun,

comedic Brexit negotiations.

to ask the right questions than answer questions. Korea

lots of champagne and supernova’s, politicians wear

is big on connectivity and the techno-nationalism of its

extraordinary colored jackets, Presidents go on the radio

South Korean Liberals see both current Korea’s as results

infrastructure keeps people ‘moving on’ at a relentless

and politicians dance to the chimes of some nationalistic

of false division and as two parts of a greater whole.

pace. There are clearly politics involved with 빨 리. This

and un-ironic pop music. Elections could go your way,

Yet there is often a sense of confusion amongst the

is clearly not neutral algorithmic technology by any

could go mine. The voters do have a responsibility but

politicians as to when this ‘whole’ actually was. There is

reasonable stretch of the imagination. Connectivity

ultimately without power, ‘the proverbial prerogative

also some confusion as to whether division was artificial

can also unhappily create vulnerability and dissonance

of the eunuch’ so says Sir Humphrey in the BBC comedy

because ‘it’ disrupted Korea’s united destiny or whether

if advanced in the wrong way. I learnt this the hard

program ‘Yes, Prime Minister’. This is particularly the

division was part of this destiny and opened the way for

way at the age of 15 in my GCSE Physics class eons ago

case where democratic institutions merely become a

a genuine future unification. So is ‘the Korean whole’

when I pulled out the wrong plug, being too distracted

veneer for extractive and rentier interests. Reassuringly,

to be the time of King Sejong, or, maybe, the time

discussing hard-core Marxism, and I drenched the science

that doesn’t happen in Korea.

before Japanese colonization, or maybe the relatively

UK

Back
on
Campus
The new Ajou slogan is ‘connecting minds’. Nice

block in an energy blackout. A disconnect, seemingly

geometric touch. It gives a worldview suggesting that

innocuous, can rupture the whole system. The question

Inter-Korean openings this year indicate an incredible

of the unified Korean state, or, maybe even the short

higher education is all about connecting. And it is. But is

is whether this connect or rupture is empowering or not.

shift but no one knows where all this is going. The North

time in 1945 when Korea was de-colonised and not yet

this only a connecting of like-minded minds though? Is it

short time (compared to other nations) of colonization

Korean leader does have a slight advantage in terms of

Cold War divided. It’s a lucky dip. Conservatives see

a good connection or a weak connection of minds? What

My students are amazingly energetic this semester.

longevity in power. There was the wonderful imagery

South Korea as ‘the one Korea’ existing already and with

kind of brain wiring are we talking about here anyway?

What’s going on! I have recently moved back to campus

from Mount Baekdu in North Korea of the human rights

the North Korean regime as some bizarre leftover Cold

Connectivity is everywhere today. But what about

after nearly eleven years and here for the second time

activist South Korean President being given his life’s

War monstrosity. Re-unification for liberals would be

those who slip through the connectivity web and find

in an apparently ‘Happy Suwon’. I spend more hours

ambition by the North Korean dictator. There’s clearly

the two pieces strung together by infrastructure with a

themselves isolated and excluded as the connections

in Ajou library as a result and I came across a book I

some serious leverage being sought for there. This was

resurrected Korean nation rising. The state would have

fly past and wave goodbye? A pattern of economic

wrote that was published by Routledge in 2014. I was

like a binding and brotherly kinship based on progressive

to accept that the individual exists only insofar as their

geography identified by leading economists such as

amazed. Maybe someone has actually read it. A few

values of race, blood, ethnicity and sacred Korean

interests coincide with those of the state, which, in

Nobel Laureate Paul Krugman suggests that this, sadly,

years ago I also came across a book written by my

land. In this view any differences between the Korea’s

turn, stands for unity. The state creates ‘a people’ made

is a characteristic feature of economic development in

paternal great aunt in the English literature section of

are externally imposed. In my own published work, I

aware of their moral and territorial unity. Might inter-

a networked and neoliberal age for many middle income

Ajou library. That library experience was just weird.

have written about issues of determining what actually

Korean relations be reduced to a business transaction?

countries. This is the ‘new geography of aid.’ I hope this

But it is when you are here as students that you can

counts as division and in ascertaining why division should

Sunshine advocates don’t see this is as a problem (even

isn’t being too palimpsest-esque as I peruse the other

lay the essential groundwork of your own creative

necessarily be understood as the division of ‘something’

though it is public money and was previously done

Gazette publications I have been involved in for the last

thought. Many writers also make a distinction between

that was once identified as a territorial ‘whole’. What

without public knowledge). I think we are on the verge

ten years. The Spanish sociologist Manuel Castells wrote

the wisdom of age and what some might say is the

does division and whole really mean and in what

of Korean unification and subsequent world peace. There

about networks and connections over 30 years ago.

creative genius of youth. Both these are the building

form and why? The notion of ‘being humanist’ and

are lots of if’s and but’s. So, for now, it has to be so

Those of you who took my classes on social movements

materials and plans for your future. This is because

the anxieties about world peace give a lot of political

long, and thanks for all the fish.
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effective system and for the involvement and

Global Affairs

enfranchisement of women. The role of institutions is
quite important as they can seek the involvement and
empowerment of women in public life and ensure that
the political relations between women and men are
improved2.
Gisselle Armas

According to Modernisation Theory, women would be

Ecuador

emancipated through the process of Modernisation once

IDC

development is achieved. Feminism, on the contrary,
argues that women’s participation and inclusion is an
important tool to achieve development. For instance,
women are still being discriminated against and are

Development
and the Feminist Critique

not fully able to participate as agents in the process
Development is a difficult term to define. It depends

of development. Until the 1970s, women were ignored

on the context one is referring to. Myrdal defines

as agents of social change. Guidelines for inclusion of

development as the movement towards progression

women in development only started to arise in 1989

1

of the entire social system . The word ‘entire’ is what

after several years of limited participation and many

comes into question in the practice of development

protests made by lobbying groups and institutions 3.

around the world. Is development really including all

Women also experience higher levels of poverty than

members of society into this progression? The feminist

men, even in the developed world4. In the developing

approach to development is a critique other widely

world, this gap is even higher and there are fewer

accepted theories.

opportunities for women to contribute to society.

Modernisation theory is one of the most well-known

To conclude, development lacks gender equality. It

theories of development. It regards development only

impedes a high number of women to participate equally

as economic growth. It leaves equality as a process

in political and social processes, making them wait

that happens after a nation develops. The feminist

until the goal (development) has been achieved. For

approach to development competes directly with the

this reason, it is important to analyse the process of

modernisation theory. Feminism regards this concept

development as Myrdal defined it ‘of the entire social

of development as an extension of patriarchal

system’. It is imperative to take stock of the meaning of

capitalism. Feminism in development tries to

development in our countries and societies and analyse

include women in all social areas and in the

this process from a critical manner rather than taking a

development project. Equality acknowledges

controversial point of view.

that men and women have different
n e e d s a n d p r i o r i t i e s . H o w e v e r,

1.	M yrdal, Gunnar. 1974. "What is Development?" Journal of
Economic Issues (Taylor & Francis, Ltd.) 8 (4): 729.
2.	Escobar, Arturo. 2012. "Engendering Vision: The Discovery of
Women in Development." In Encountering Development, edited
by Arturo Escobar. New Jersey: Princeton University Press: 188.
3.	Escobar, Arturo. 2012. "Engendering Vision: The Discovery of
Women in Development." In Encountering Development, edited
by Arturo Escobar. New Jersey: Princeton University Press: 178.
4.	Greig, Alastair, David Hulme, and Mark Turner. 2007. "Feminist
Challenges." In Challenging Global Inequality, by Alastair Greig,
David Hulme and Mark Turner. Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan:
195, 197.

both should experience equal
conditions for accomplishing
their full human rights in
order to contribute to all
areas of development
and benefit from
them. Equality
of opportunity
is essential
for a more
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Global Affairs

Cipta Irawan
Indonesia
Energy Science & Policy

Coal –
The Energy of Indonesia
Geographically, Indonesia is the largest archipelago

coal production from 2007 to 2015 showed an increasing

However, the usage of coal has been followed by

emission, and it could also be implemented. Indonesia

country in the world that consist of 17,508 islands

growth, equal to 456.197 thousand tons. This evidence

environmental issues as coal fire burning causes air

has a policy regarding the selection of electricity

covering 7,78 million km2 area (BPS, 2016). Statistics

shows that coal could be the primary energy source in

pollution. According to Suwarna (2016), coal fired power

fuel type and technology; it is stated in the National

also show that Indonesia has the most active volcanoes,

Indonesia for more than 30 years in the future.

plants in Indonesia is dominated by pulverized coal

Electricity General Plan published by Indonesia’s Ministry

with 170 active volcanos to be exact within its territory.

combustion technology. This technology will produce

of Energy and Mineral Resources. In the general plan

This is one of the reasons why Indonesia is blessed with

Indonesia’s coal resources and reserves are mostly sub-

CO2 emissions that will contribute to the increase of

mentioned earlier, Indonesia is committed to continue

fertile soil. Moreover, Indonesia has plenty of natural

bituminous, with a fair calorific value that falls within

greenhouse gas endangering the Earth (Suwarna, 2016).

the establishment of coal burning power plants while

resources. Coal is one of Indonesia’s largest resources

the range of 4500 – 5800 kcal/kg, gar and lignite-grade

Sugiyono (2000) also reported that although Indonesia’s

also focusing on the use of clean coal technology in

and has become the primary energy source for the

coals with low calorific values at <4500 kcal/kg, gar

coal has a low content of SO2, coal utilisation as primary

the 35 GW power plant program; also in line with the

country.

(Lucarelli, 2010). These data indicate that Indonesia’s

energy resource in the long run could increase the

commitment made at the 2015 United Nations Climate
Change Conference.

coal is suitable for coal fired power plants. Furthermore,

amount of SO2 emissions, causing negative effects for

Coal can be found in the four large Indonesian islands,

Badan Geologi (2013), also showed that in 2016, 75.4

both humans and the environment.

which are Sumatera, Kalimantan, Papua, and Sulawesi.

million tons of coal were utilized as raw materials for

Kalimantan, specifically, has the largest coal resources

power plants, whereas 14.7 million tons were used

Despite the environmental issues reported earlier,

in Indonesia, it can be said that coal is suitable to be

in Indonesia. According to the Handbook of Energy &

in cement, fertilizer, pulp and textile industries, and

the emissions from coal burning power plants could

used as the primary energy resource in Indonesia, with

Economic Statistics of Indonesia (2017) Indonesia’s Coal

0.4 million tons for metallurgy purposes. This is also

be reduced by implementing clean coal technology in

caution paid to only utilizing clean coal technologies.

resources as of November 2017 were 140.474 million

in line with the government’s plan, as the President is

power plants. This clean coal technology is normally

In order to reduce the downsides and take the most

tons, whereas according to the BP Statistical Review

committed to build more power plants with a combined

used during the combustion process (Torrens, 1990),

advantage out of coal resources, it will be of the utmost

of World Energy (2017) the coal reserves in Indonesia

output of 35 GW capacity, in which some 20 GW of the

however post-combustion clean coal technologies could

importance for the coal power plants to follow carefully

were 25.573 million tons as at the end 2016. Indonesia

output power were to come from coal fired power plants

also be implemented. Carbon capture storage, is also

national electricity safety regulations and environmental

is ranked ninth in coal reserves in the World which

(RUPTL 2015-2024). The establishment of those power

an important and useful technology for power plants

standards published by the Ministry of Environment and

covers 2.2% of global proven coal reserves. Indonesia’s

plants will increase coal demand in Indonesia.

or industrial processes to reduce greenhouse gases

Forestry and Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources.

10

In conclusion, after analysing the coal environment
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Nowadays thanks to technological advances, citizens have access to unlimited benefits of
technology. The most important are better conditions to transportations, communication, fast
transactions, among others. I will like to start with an example of a friend; my friend was about
to go on a trip to Vietnam, so she needed her Chinese identity card to take a train to the airport
in another city. She didn’t remember where she had placed her wallet as she normally goes out
with only her cell phone. This is actually a phenomenon that may happen with many Chinese
people nowadays, because wallet-less life has become the mainstream in mainland China.

Wei Jie
China

It is incredible how fast the transition has happened because just a few years ago everyone

Int’l Business

still used cash; however, now, mobile payments have set their feet into every corner of China.
Even if it’s just in a small unknown retailing shop or a nameless street food truck, people
are basically given 2 choices for paying the bill, WeChat pay (owned by Ten pay) or Alipay,
before bringing cash out of pocket as a third option. With a mobile device or a smartphone,
no matter whether it’s Apple or Android systems, by a simple scan of the QR code in the app,
the transaction is done in 2 seconds with a “beep” sound. In some big cities of China, even the
buskers and baggers in the streets have put up their printed QR code boards to make it easy
when they receive tips from passers-by.

China

Third party mobile payments have been popularized with 80% of the payment market share in

The Giant Dragon

2018. Why are Chinese people crazy about mobile payments? Compared to traditional payments

Moves Towards

customization make it widely accepted and disseminated. The main difference between mobile

a Mobile Payment Era

the customer is over. Mobile payments, on the contrary, are just the beginning. It can establish

(cash payments and card payments), mobile payments are more convenient, rapid, time-saving,
efficiency-oriented and environmentally-friendly. Its mobility, promptness, integration, and
payments and traditional payments is the collection of data. From the moment the traditional
payment is made, the transaction is terminated and the relationship between the merchant and
the relationship between customers and merchants and allow businesses and consumers to
build stickiness. From this standpoint, mobile payments are not only a trend, but they will also
become a form.
Every coin has two sides, Mobile phones can easily be hacked by viruses and this might cause
considerable security problems. Moreover, when consumers buy through mobile payments, the
merchants receive a lot of relevant data from the consumers; which might be of great concern
for some people. Additionally, a major disadvantage is the dependency on phone batteries;
often phones ran out of battery, which would leave the proprietors in a very uncomfortable and
unprotected position.
To conclude, China now is undoubtedly leading a revolution on third party mobile payments. It
simplifies our social lives with many conveniences although now it comes with some problems.
However, to make this revolution last longer and develop better, looking for solutions to the
problems is necessary, mostly when internet access is growing fast.

12
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solar, wind, biogas and biomass, with the intention of

Global Affairs

diversifying the generation of electricity).
In the past, Ecuador had a high dependency on thermal
power plants. In 2005, thermal power plants contributed
43.1% of the electricity produced, whilst hydropower
contributed with 45.5%. This tendency didn’t change
significantly until 2016, when hydropower rose to 57.6%
Sandra Teran

of the total electricity generation; this as a result of the

Ecuador

contribution of new hydropower plants such as Coca-

Energy Science & Policy

Codo-Sinclair (installed capacity 1500 MW) and Sopladora
(installed capacity 487 MW), and in a smaller amount
to the increase of other renewable energy sources

Change of the Energy
Matrix in Ecuador
and the Importance of Hydroelectric Energy

(2.3%) such as biomass, biogas, wind and solar energies.

intends to save and use energy more efficiently with:

According to the Ministry of Electricity and Renewable

a) substituting old appliances in the residential sector

Energy, the imports of electricity have been reduced

(333.000 refrigerators and kitchens saving US$ 27 million

from 11.4% in 2005 to around 0.3% in 2016.

annually)

From 2006 to 2015, Ecuadorian electricity generation

b) substituting bulb lights with compact fluorescent

capacity has grown at a relatively steady pace,

lights - residential sector (16 million bulbs saving US$

increasing the installed capacity by 1935 MW, which

104 million annually)

represents an average of 3.2% per year. However, the

c) cogeneration projects in the industrial sector

installed capacity has doubled from 2015 to 2017,

(especially the sugarcane industry)

reaching 4207 MW. This increase represents almost the

d) promoting efficient technologies in the transportation

same amount of energy generation achieved during the

sector.

last decade, mainly because of the contribution of new

Furthermore, Ecuador has recently developed a small

hydropower plants. It means that in 3 years, renewable

fleet of vehicles powered by electricity, including a fleet

energy has exceeded the historical installed capacity

of electric taxis in Loja (in the south of the country); this

in the country; this due to the start of operations of

adds on to the electrically powered mass transportation

two emblematic hydroelectric projects in Ecuador, and

system in Quito (trolleybus). The efficient design and

without considering the current hydroelectric projects

implementation of government’ strategies, have placed

under construction.

Ecuador ahead on matters of renewable energy; in spite

In addition, the demand for electricity has increased by

of its small economy (compared with the other countries

32.9% since 2006 (from 18,159 GWh in 2006 to 27,071

in the region), Ecuador is now the regional leader on

Ecuador is located in South America, bordered by

instead it is focusing on the use of hydroelectric and

GWh in 2016). Electricity demand until 2016 has been

sustainable consumption of energy in Latin America.

Colombia on the north, Peru on the east and south,

non-conventional renewable energies. Renewable

larger than electricity production. Conversely, for

and the Pacific Ocean to the west. Ecuador is known

energies (mainly hydroelectric) play an important role

the first time in Ecuador, in 2016 the gross electricity

worldwide for being one of the 10 most megadiverse

in Ecuador’s new energy matrix. By the end of 2018,

production (27,154 GWh), was higher than the demand

countries in the world, and for being the source of

they are expected to represent more than 90% of the

(27,071 GWh). According to the Ministry Coordinator of

inspiration for Charles Darwin’s famous theory "Origin

country’s energy generation. The main drivers of this

Strategic Sectors, this trend will continue until 2022.

of the Species". During the last decade, several political

change have been:

Ecuador’s efforts to change its energy matrix, are

and economic reforms have been made with the aim to

1- T h e n e e d to r e d u c e th e c ou n tr y's h is torical

printed in “National Plan of Energy Efficiency”, which

reduce social inequality in the country. Those reforms

dependence on fossil fuels (which were imported due to

have led to important changes in the Ecuadorian energy

the lack of oil refining capacity).

sector.

2- In support of climate change mitigation efforts and

Nowadays, Ecuador is committed to reducing the use

adaptation of more sustainable policies (which has led

of fossil fuels for the generation of electricity and

to the exploration of new sources of energy such as:

14

Important Remark: energy in Ecuador is subsidized, residential:

institutions such as: the Ministry of Electricity and Renewable

$0.04 USD/ Kwh, the real price is $0.93 UDS/ Kwh; industrial:

Energy, the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry Coordinator of

$0.012 USD/ Kwh.

Strategic Sectors.

**All the hard data and statistics have been sourced from official
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Ibrahim Kshanh
Egypt
Energy Science & Policy

Step Forward
A Vision of a Nuclear
Free World
An atmosphere of tension has been building up across

“The catastrophic humanitarian consequences of any

that the detonation of a nuclear bomb imposes on

contamination to remain for decades. In addition to

the globe especially among rival super-powers. Nuclear

use of nuclear weapons require that it be treated as

the environment and on the people is callous and

genetic mutations in the generations of animals and

weapons may have been successful in maintaining a

a top priority. Disarmament will work better than any

fiercely vicious. The explosion decimates whole cities

humans would follow the contamination. A large-scale

relative state of peace since World War II, however,

alternative in reducing the risk of use.” A movement

in seconds and ruthlessly steals the souls of millions of

nuclear explosion would result in massive areas of earth

this does not mask the fact that nuclear weapons are

called Global Zero emerged, created by George Shultz,

innocent people. The effects are long-lasting due to

being unhabitable.

mass slaughter devices used by superior countries to

William Perry, Henry Kissinger, and Sam Nunn, promoting

the radioactive particles released during the bombing

The vision of a safe world free from the threat of

gain control over inferior ones. The abolition of these

a nuclear-free world. The organization aims to eradicate

incident. For instance, the hazardous impact of the

weapons of mass destruction is noble and worthy of

weapons is a necessity to save the world that is a brink

the world of nuclear weapons by 2030. A vision might not

bombs dropped over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan are

global attention. The very existence of nuclear weapons

away from a nuclear war.

yet be attainable with the contemporary policymakers

still present since August 1945; the radiation increased

poses inevitable ongoing implications.

Looking back through history, no formally declared

worldwide.

cancer rates among survivors. The Chernobyl power plant

world peace should not be achieved through fear of

nuclear nations have ever fought any wars. Nevertheless,

Former U.S. President Barack Obama made a striking

accident serves as an illustration of the damaging side

annihilation. Nuclear weapons do not act as a proper

the disarmament of nuclear warheads eliminates the

proposition to end nuclear weapons, reserving a place

effects of radiation and thermonuclear detonation on

deterrent against warfare. It should be an obligation of

possibility of a war that is detrimental to mankind. The

for the issue of nuclear disarmament on the international

the environment. Huge amounts of radioactive particles

the governments and policymakers to rid people from

vision of a nuclear-free world is shared and supported

agenda. The U.S. has demonstrated a willingness to lead

were released from the great fire into the surrounding

the threat of nuclear weapons and their destructive

by many world-renowned leaders. Ban Ki-moon, the

the move.

environment. Animals in the Chernobyl forests have

powers.

eighth Secretary-General of the United Nations, stated

According to scientific journals, the destructive impact

high levels of radioactive cesium. Scientists expect the
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essential part of the Southern Gas Corridor project; it

Global Affairs

will transport, for the first time in the history, natural
gas from the Shah Deniz gas field to European markets.
Its agreement was signed in 2012. The length of the gas
pipeline is 1850 km and its diameter is 1.4 meters.3 The
gas will be transported from the Turkish-Greek border
through Greece. After this point, the Trans Adriatic
Parvana Babayeva

The Azerbaijan Republic plays an important role in the

Pipeline will connect TANAP to Europe. There are four

Azerbaijan

global energy market; it has important projects that

main stages in the construction and implementation of

Energy Science & Policy

are committed to ensuring the diversification of energy

the TANAP, the first stage was recently completed in

sources in Europe 1; one of them is the Southern Gas

2018. It is anticipated that the capacity of the pipeline

Corridor. The Southern Gas Corridor project is subdivided

will have 16 billion cubic meters in 2020, 23 billion cubic

into three sub-projects; each of the sub-projects is

meters in 2023 and 31 billion cubic meters by 2026. In

now been considered the most ambitious project of

the first stage, 10 billion cubic meters of natural gas

their corresponding type in the oil and gas industry.

that transported via the TANAP pipeline will be sold to

The Southern Gas Corridor involves seven countries

Europe and the remaining 6 billion to Turkey.

(Azerbaijan, Georgia, Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria, Albania,

Finally, the last sub-project is the construction of the

and Italy) and eleven companies. In all international oil

“Trans Adriatic Pipeline” (TAP). The Intergovernmental

and gas projects, Azerbaijan is represented by the "State

Agreement on the TAP was signed on February 2013, by

Oil company of Azerbaijan Republic", the only state-

Albania, Italy, and Greece. This particular pipeline will

owned national oil and gas company.

be build both on water and in land. The first part of the

The first subproject is “The expansion of the Southern

TAP pipeline will begin at Kipoi station, near the Turkey-

Caucasus Pipeline Project”. This project starts from the

Greece border, and will finish at Greece’s border with

Sangachal terminal near Baku and was built in order to

Albania. The second part of the project will be built

transport gas from Azerbaijan to Georgia and Turkey. The

on Albania's territorial waters and will have a length of

South Caucasus Pipeline has been constructed along the

approximately 60 km4. The third part of the project will

Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline and follows the same

be constructed in Italy and will extend about 45 km in its

construction corridor pattern. This design has minimized

territorial waters and 8km on land. Together, the water-

environmental and social impacts and has saved

built infrastructure in the Adriatic Sea will extend 105

operating costs, as projects have been implemented

km from the coast of Albania to the coast of Italy. The

simultaneously. The length of the gas pipeline is 691 km.

“TAP” pipeline is expected to be commissioned in 2020.

Azerbaijan
A Global Energy Supplier

2

This pipeline was commissioned in late 2006 . Initially

The Southern Gas Corridor project is not expected to be

transporting natural gas to Azerbaijan and Georgia,

the most successful project in the history of Azerbaijan,

but since July 2007, it was extended to Turkey. The

but rather, a stepping stone for greater projects. As the

current expansion project includes a new pipeline across

President Ilham Aliyev, mentioned in his speech, on May

Azerbaijan and the construction of two new compressor

29, 2018, during the official opening of the Southern

stations in Georgia, that will result in a three-fold

Gas Corridor project: “We firmly stand on our feet as

increase in gas exports through the pipeline, reaching 20

an independent state today and successfully address all

billion cubic meters a year.

the tasks on the country’s agenda. We are implementing

The second sub-project is called the “Trans Anatolian

such giant projects together with our partners and

Natural Gas Pipeline” (TANAP). The TANAP pipeline is an

redrawing the energy map of the world”.

1. https://en.president.az/articles/29085
2. https://www.bp.com/en_az/caspian/operationsprojects/pipelines/SCP.html
3. https://www.tanap.com/tanap-project/why-tanap/
4. https://www.tap-ag.com/about-us
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destruction of cultural identities?

Global Affairs
Because of the experience of studying in South Korea,
I had the opportunity of meeting people from several
countries and to catch a glimpse of the diversity of
cultures, traditions, and ways of thinking. As mentioned
before, an ambigram is looking at the same, but from
Cristian Vasquez

a different perspective. For example, Argentines,

Ecuador

when greeting always kiss each other on the cheek,

Int’l Business

from one man to another. Though in Ecuador the same
behavior to greet another man could be misunderstood
and confusing, but, its normal to kiss on the cheek to
a woman. In Korea a bow and handshake between men
is normal, but in the case of man and women could be

The
Ambigram
of
Cultures

An ambigram is “A typographical design consisting

disrespectful. At the end of the day, the three cultures

of text modified in such a way that it can be read in

are showing respect to each other. Another example is

multiple orientations, as in mirror image, inverted, or

honorifics in Korea. Koreans are strongly influenced by

when rotated”; In other words, is something that can be

the Confucian principles, that consists in supporting

seen or interpreted from diverse perspectives.

the harmony admiration for elders, the importance of
family, friendship and ancestors, and also, tradition. In

The human being explained in an idealistic way is the

its language, the communication between young people

most complex learner and thinker alive on this planet.

and adults is not the same. Younger people must use

Humans are all the same in terms of anatomy but differ

honorifics to refer to their elders. However, in Latin

in the way of thinking, their preferences, and on how

America countries, there are no distinctions or change

they interact with their environments. It is interesting

in the language when speaking with an elder; Latin

how personal and cultural factors affect their points

Americans show respect to their elder, by being attentive

of view, and therefore to consider how many different

and treating them with prudence. In this case, both in

points of view coexist.

Korea and in Latin America, the elderly are appreciated
and respected, just there are differences in how they

When America was discovered in 1492 by Cristobal

show it.

Colon, colonizers found a world, full of new traditions,

20

gastronomy, religion, and culture, but because of

In summary, culture represent the values, beliefs, and

how different it was from theirs and due to the lack

attitudes of a society. So, I invite the reader to think

of understanding of their way of life, colonizers

about the ambigram of the culture. For a few seconds,

attempted to finish with its religion and traditions. As a

let's try to learn from others. There is plenty of beauty in

consequence, nowadays, there are few tribes across the

understanding other cultures, on broadening your mind,

Americas that still maintain its traditions and lifestyles.

and on learning to see scenarios from a perspective,

Due to colonization the majority of the cultural identity

that such as an ambigram, will lead us to see the same

was destroyed or replaced. This phenomenon was

underlying meaning of two different stands. Thus,

sadly repeated over time. Additionally, because of

despite borders and nationalisms that through history

globalization and the diminishing barriers and frontiers

have led us to conflict, let's consider how tolerance and

of communication, new generations are interacting

understanding are a good start towards building better

with other cultures more than ever. Therefore, would

relations in the world. In conclusion, cultures have

it be useful to train ourselves to be more open to

diverse manners of doing things, however, very often

understanding the differences, so to avoid further

they have shared meanings.
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cashew. Its noted that they feasted on over forty kinds

of Chinese and East Indians immigrants came to Jamaica

called ‘karahi’ and a short-handled flat iron griddle called

of fish including grouper, parrot fish, sturgeon, shark,

to work in plantations as indentured laborers. Jamaican-

a ‘tawa’. Their many vegetables, spices, and techniques

lobster, oysters, conch, whelk, and crab. Their method

Style Chinese food has since been a part of the local

are now part of Jamaican everyday cuisine.

of preparing meat was by roasting it on sticks called

cuisine. Stirred fried, deep-fried, steamed, and sweet

“Barbacoa” which is similar to barbequing. As of today,

and sour flavors were rapidly incorporated; vegetables,

Jamaica has a rich history and its cuisine is a reflection

there is still a lot of seafood in the Jamaican diet. Often

such as Pak Choy (pat choy/ papchow) and mustard

of that. Based on the contributions made and the mix

when taking a trip to the beach, one can be served

have become extremely popular and are sold in every

of flavors, there are plenty of mouthwatering dishes for

Shanel Green

delicious kinds of seafood prepared by steaming, frying,

market. The East Indian migrants introduced roti, wheat

taste buds of all kinds; hence, it’s only fitting to say that

Jamaica

and roasting.

flour, eggplant, and ginger; as well as curried dishes and

Jamaican food is “Out of many, One food”.

Where are we from

cooking technique such as brick ovens, a cast iron pot

Energy Science & Policy

The Spanish were among the first Europeans to inhabit
the island, who captured the island from the Tainos.
With them, they carried a variety of beans and
introduced “Escovitch”, a process of preparing meat
using vinegar and various spices. Today a popular dish

Jamaica
Out of Many,
One Food

on the island is “escovitchfish” that is usually prepared
with red snapper(fish) cooked with vegetables, Jamaican
spices and served with “Bammy” -a bread-like wafer
made from cassava-, which is originally from the
Tainos cuisine. “EscovitchFish” can also be served with
“festival” (my favorite) which is prepared with flour,
corn powder, and sugar. While they ruled, the Spanish
also imported animals such as goats, pigs, and cattle,
which are also currently part of the Jamaican diet.

Jamaica is an island located in the Caribbean Sea, south
of Cuba and west of Hispaniola (Haiti and Dominican

The African slaves (brought by the Spanish), contributed

Republic). The Country is known for its Athletes -Usain

Jerk seasoning - the key ingredient for a must-have dish

Bolt, reggae music – Bob Marley, hospitable people,

for foreigners in Jamaica- “Jerk Chicken or Jerk Pork”

beautiful landscapes and its delicious food. Food is

and a side of the festival, breadfruit or plantain. Jerking

unique to the Jamaican people because the current

is a Jamaican method of spicing and slowly cooking meat

cuisine is deeply rooted in the countries’ motto… “Out of

to retain the fusion of juices and spicy flavor one tastes

many One people”. This was due to the different groups

as they bite into a freshly served piece of jerk chicken

of people who settled and impacted Jamaica in various

or jerk pork. The Africans also brought with them okra,

ways; from culture (how they dress and other customs

peanuts, and various peas and beans.

Figure 1:	Ingredients for Jamaican chicken soup
(Soup seasoning, pumpkin, pepper, corn,
carrot, sweet potatoes, potatoes, chicken)

Figure 2:	Escovitch Fis, festival and
vegetables… Jamaican Sorrel
beer

from their motherland) to food (the crops and livestock
that they brought). Here I will take you on a journey

Under English rule, Jamaica operated a thriving sugar

through Jamaica’s history to see the contributions each

cultivation, that allowed them to export rum and traded

settler made towards the delicious Jamaican meals that

it for flour, pork, and pickled fish. Jamaica also became

are known and loved across the globe today.

a base for pirates who operated under the government
and were financed by investors. The pirates contributed

The Tainos or Arawak (indigenous people). These were

by bringing from their adventures ackee, breadfruit,

the first recorded settlers of Jamaica. Simple people

Otaheite apples (Jamaican Apples), mangoes, black

who worked the land living on crops such as chili

pepper, and coffee.

pepper, cassava, sweet potato, pumpkin, Yampi, corn
arrowroot, coconut, guava, star apple, pineapple, and

When slavery was abolished under English rule, a wave

22

Figure 3: Jerk chicken with rice and peas

Figure 4: Plantain and Jamaican beer
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skulls as trophies and to show them during the rituals

Where are we from

that symbolize death and rebirth. The festivities
were presided over by the Goddess Mictecacihuatl,
pronounced in Nahuatl as Meektecaseewatl, Queen of
Mictlan; the last level of the underworld. Nowadays
thanks to José Guadalupe Posada, a Mexican illustrator
re-created a famous print of a figure he called La

Jessica Arambula
Mares

Calavera Catrina ("The Elegant Skull") as a parody of a

Mexico

Mexican upper-class female changing the focus from

Int’l Business

Mictecacihuatl to ¨La Catrina¨.
When the Spanish conquerors arrived in America in
the 15th century, they were terrified by the pagan

Day of the Dead,
a Celebration Full of Life in Mexico

practices of the Indians, and in an attempt to convert

Catholic Eucharist. It is usually made of anise with a

them to Catholicism they moved the festival to dates

half sphere shape and figures of bones on top, flowers

at the beginning of November to coincide with the

of cempasúchil (flower of twenty petals in Nahuatl). It

Catholic festivals of All Saints' Day and All Souls. What

began to be used by the Mexicas in their rituals of the

we Mexicans do nowadays is go to cemeteries to be

dead during the rainy season, it was considered that it

with the souls of the departed and build private altars,

could keep the sunlight, that is, the origin of everything.

also called “ofrendas,” containing their favorite foods

It is believed that the smell of the flowers guides and

and beverages, as well as photos and memorabilia, of

attracts the souls of the dead. “Papel picado” is a

the departed. The altars are organized by levels and,

Mexican paper cutting art that is used to give color,

depending on the level, different symbolic objects are

joy, and life. All colors are used except black, which

placed there. They are usually assembled at 12 pm on

represents death. It is also considered a symbol of the

the first of November and are removed at 12 pm the

air. Candles are the lights that guide the path of the

next day. The altar of seven levels is the most used

dead, both towards the material world and back to the

in Mexican custom. It is very common to have altar

underworld.

competitions in schools and public places. It is also very
common to dress up as elegant skulls (Catrin or Catrina)

Nowadays our custom is getting more and more

or after a famous Mexican character and to take part in

recognition from the world, with several movies done

the local parades.

about it, some more accurate than others. The movie
that completely highlighted the traditions and customs

November 1 and 2, and by people of Mexican heritage

The whole point is to encourage visits by the souls, so

and portrayed it with 100% accuracy was Disney Pixar´s

elsewhere. On this day the dead are not remembered or

the souls will hear the prayers and the comments of

COCO, a movie that I recommend to watch if you want

commemorated, instead, they are considered present.

the living directed to them. Celebrations can take a

to know more about our tradition.

This is a celebration with the dead, not of the dead; love

humorous tone, as celebrants remember funny events

rules the holiday as families believe that the souls of the

and anecdotes about the departed, as well as building

I could go on and on about this beautiful tradition we

departed return to visit living relatives.

ofrendas, honoring the deceased using Calaveras,

have. Since we are born, we Mexicans are taught not

Aztec marigolds, and the favorite foods and beverages

to be afraid of death, we are taught to dance with it, to

The origins of the celebration of the Day of the Dead

of the departed. Sugar skulls or chocolate are the

embrace it, to celebrate the life and memories of our

in Mexico can be traced to the time of the indigenous

representation of death; the name of the deceased

departed, instead of on focusing on what we will miss.

people of Mesoamerica, such as the Aztecs, Mayas,

is written on his forehead so that there is no doubt

We have so many things in these couple of days that it’s

Purepechas, Nahuas, and Totonacas; who celebrated

who he represents, it is a reminder that the only thing

impossible to explain them fully. I hope after reading

The Day of the Dead, in Spanish “Día de Muertos” is

rituals to commemorate the lives of their ancestors.

that the human being is sure of…is death.

this you will be curious about it and go to Mexico; we

a Mexican holiday celebrated throughout Mexico on

In the pre-Hispanic era, it was common to keep the

Muerto,” death’s bread, it is a representation of the

24
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will wait for you there.
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According to experts, the trend of world trade is focused

In the meantime, countries like the US, Mexico and the

on manufacturing goods and services. However, some

Netherlands import grain in order to manufacture cocoa

developing countries, such as Ecuador, still depend on

and increase their profits. Hence, although Ecuador has

agriculture and commodities exports. For Ecuador, the

raw materials, it must import the final manufactured

weather conditions allow for high-quality production

products (e.g. chocolate bars) from other countries at

of many agricultural products, and due to this, it

higher prices.

has become a strong competitor in the international

Mariela Carrera
Bósquez

markets for products such as cocoa, shrimp, flowers,

As reported by PROECUADOR, 2018, the General System

Ecuador

and bananas. According to the Ministry of Agriculture,

of Preferences Plus (GSP +) agreement that is currently

The Power of Golden Grains

Ecuador is the first producer of cocoa in America. Thus,

in force with the European Union, it is now possible for

the main purpose of this article is to explain more about

Ecuador’s cocoa beans to enter these countries without

cocoa production in my country.

paying tariffs. On the flip side of the coin, the prices
of semi-processed Ecuadorian cocoa products (such as

Ecuador has two types of cocoa: The national one, also

cocoa paste) are still higher, due to their great quality

known as cocoa 'up' (historical name that alludes to its

and aroma, for which Ecuador is changing the export

plantation upstream of the Guayas River) and, CCN 51.

strategy of cocoa beans to semi-processed products such

The first one is indispensable for the production of the

as pasta, liquor, cocoa powder, and chocolates.

best and finest chocolates in the world; Belgium for

The Power of Golden Grains

example, in its food code, states that for a chocolate to

Nowadays, 'Pacari', has become a recognized brand

be considered 'premium', it must have a minimum of 12%

in Europe. This Ecuadorian company manufactures

cocoa 'up'. The CCN 51 (which stands for Castro Naranjal

chocolate and sells its products in 40 countries

Collection) is a cloned cocoa created by Homero Castro

around the world. Pacari has been recognized for six

Zurita -an Ecuadorian agronomist- in 1965. It is a high-

consecutive years, for the quality of its products at the

yielding cocoa with the most profitable performance in

International Chocolate Awards1; in the 2017 edition, it

the market.

was awarded “the best chocolate in the world.” In that
year’s competition, it was awarded three gold medals,

While there is no doubt that the factors of supply and

one silver, and four bronze.

demand are determined in the setting of international
prices of cocoa, in Ecuador, the government has not

The Ecuadorian cocoa sector and is expected to continue

developed the tools to manage the prices of these

growing; according to the CFN (National Development

two types of cocoa, often selling cocoa 'up' at the

Corporation of Ecuador), the Sojitz Corporation of

same price as cocoa CCN 51. This problem needs to

Japan will invest in the cocoa sector in Ecuador and it is

be solved in order to increase the income of small and

expected to produce 300 thousand tons for export, just

medium cocoa farmers. Under this context, it is clear

in 2018. Additionally, starting in 2019, Jeff de Bruges,

that the Government must control the supply chain of

the main distributor of chocolates in France, will invest

cocoa, eliminating the intermediaries and focusing on

in plantations in Ecuador and will prepare their recipes

exporters.

with 100% Ecuadoria cocoa. In conclusion, according to
experts, cocoa production has huge potential, and for

The 83% of Ecuadorian exports of cocoa are grain (cocoa

the government, it will be important to start looking

beans), so it is safe to say, that Ecuador is lacking

forward to a strategy to succeed in the global markets.

revenues from the export of manufactured products.

1. The International Chocolate Awards is an independent competition that is celebrated annually and that recognizes excellence in the
production of fine chocolate.
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A landlocked country studded with limestone spires

takes place from April 13 – 16, and is considered the

and gilded temples, riddled with caves and home to

"Laos New Year)". April 13 is the last day of the old

rare wildlife, Laos has a unique charm for adventurous

year; on this day, people will clean up everything in

travelers. They relish its sleepy atmosphere, charming

their house as a sign of saying goodbye to old things and

people and the sharp contrast with its neighboring

making room for what the new year will bring. Laotians

countries, Thailand and Vietnam.

also prepare perfumed water and flowers.

Saypaseuth
Bouapha

The main international gateway to Laos is Luang Prabang;

Like a rural scene from an Oriental silk painting, Vang

Lao P.D.R

no one visits Laos for the first time without soaking up

Vieng crouches low over the Nam Song river, with a

Energy Science & Policy

the essence of this city. Luang Prabang is Laos ‘poster

backdrop of serene cliffs and a tapestry of vivid green

city, built on the finger of land that pokes into the

paddy fields. It is an outdoor paradise, with some

Mekong river in the northern mountains. From here, the

achingly lovely boutique hotels and a raft of adrenaline-

royal family ruled the kingdom of a million elephants,

inducing and nature-based activities. Visitors can go

which was founded in 1353. The best features in Laos

kayaking the Nam Song river, or go caving and climb

is its national culture and natural environment. The

the karsts. Relief pretty much describes the current

country still has virtually untouched natural beauty and

feeling of Vang Vieng's inhabitants. It is mixed with a

biological diversity, historical sites such as the ancient

dose of anxiety as to how they are going to fill their

Laotians learn how to weave from a very early age since

Khmer temple (which was constructed before Angkor

empty guest-houses, but many locals are also glad

weaving is an essential skill for every woman to claim

Wat in Cambodia) and the historic capital of Luang

that Vang Vieng is now untroubled by thumping music,

their artfulness. A good wife is the one who can weave

Prabang (which was declared as a World Heritage site

disrespectful teens and the misconception that anything

well. Laotian traditional costumes for the woman is the

by UNESCO in 1995), and the culture and traditions of

goes.

“sinh” (English meaning clothes), but, it is a traditional

Where are we from

Lao,
a Must on
Your Travel
Bucket List

ethnic minorities which are still relatively undisturbed by
external influences.

tube skirt made of silk. If you have had a chance to visit
Spend a few days here – rent a scooter, take a motor-

Thailand or Cambodia, you will realize that the “Sinh” is

cycle tour, go tubing, trekking – and prepare to

a little bit similar to Thailand’s or Cambodia’s traditional

Water splashing on the New Year can be considered as the

manually close your jaw as you gape at one of

biggest water festival in Laos. The Boun Mi Pai Festival

Laos' most stunningly picturesque spots. There

skirts. It is understandable because of their proximity.

are many options for traveling to Norther

In Luang Prabang, you may observe the morning alms

and Southern Laos. Minivans, Local sitting

giving ceremony, where monks walk through town in

buses, VIP sitting buses, and VIP Overnight

single file, carrying their alms bowls to give lay people

Sleeping buses are all transport options.

the opportunity to offer alms and gain merit. Offerings

Depending on your destination, all

by the people are usually comprised of sticky rice, fruit

options can be considered. Between

or simple traditional snacks. Known as 'Binthabat' in

Luang Prabang and Vang Vieng is one

Lao, this is a sacred religious ceremony. Tourists may

of the most beautiful journeys, as

participate in and photograph the ceremony, however,

you wind through the mountain

the people of Luang Prabang, especially the monks,

passes, you are blessed with

ask that this is done in a respectful way and visitors do

stunning Laos scenery that

everything they can not disrupt this ancient tradition.

should not be missed during the
daytime.
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So then how do Indonesian people communicate?

Where are we from

Indonesia has a united language known as “Indonesian”. Indonesian is one of the many Malay
languages which is referred to as the Riau Malay Language. At first, the Malay language was
only used for administrative purposes by the native employees during the Dutch colonial
period. Over time and after various adaptations, the Riau Malay language became the official
language of the Indonesian people.

Annisa Sylvani
Andyastiya

The history of the use of the word "Indonesian" as the official language began long before

Indonesia

Indonesia's independence, around 1926, with the youth who had been scattered in various

Energy Science & Policy

regional organizations, realized the importance of unity in order to fight the Dutch invaders,
and thus, the idea of a common language arose. For this reason, during the Second Youth
Congress, a pledge to adopt Indonesian as the common language was made. That pledge
which is currently known as “The Youth Pledge” (Indonesian: Sumpah Pemuda), became part
of Indonesia’s history and an example of the power of youth involvement.

In English it translates as:
Firstly	We the sons and daughters of
Indonesia, acknowledge one
In Indonesian, with the original spelling,

motherland, Indonesia.

the pledge reads:

Secondly	We the sons and daughters

Pertama	
Kami putra dan putri Indonesia,

of Indonesia, acknowledge

mengaku bertumpah darah yang

one nation, the nation of

satu, tanah air Indonesia.

Indonesia.

Kedoea	
Kami putra dan putri Indonesia,

Language of Unity:
Bahasa Indonesia

Thirdly	
We the sons and daughters

mengaku berbangsa yang satu,

of Indonesia, respect the

bangsa Indonesia.

language of unity, Indonesian.

Ketiga	
Kami putra dan putri Indonesia,
menjunjung bahasa persatuan,
bahasa Indonesia.

A language is a communication tool in the form of a

As the most extensive archipelagic country in the

symbolic sound system produced by humans. As we know,

world, it cannot be denied that Indonesia has many

language consists of a collection of words that each have

differences, and one of them is the differences in the

meaning. The main language function is, of course, to

mother tongue. According to the Ministry of Culture

Today, the regional dialects are still used in daily life activities and are sometimes mixed

convey information, express ideas, thoughts or feelings.

Education, Indonesia has 652 regional languages

with the official language; however, Indonesian is widely used in universities, in mass

Language is also very important in conducting daily

spread in 34 provinces. The most diverse region is

media, literature, software, in official correspondence, and various other public forums.

activities. In order for communication to be carried

Papua Province, where around 400 different regional

It can be said that Indonesian is used by all Indonesians, and that nowadays, regarding the

out smoothly and well, the recipient and the language

languages are spoken. Almost every community has its

order of precedence, all people in the archipelago is able to understand each other. For

sender must have to master the same language so that

own dialect, and often the different dialects cannot be

Indonesians, the existence of an official language, is more than a communication tool; it is

no misinterpretation will occur.

understood by any other community.

regarded as a key factor for achieving their independence and symbol of national unity.
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of development was titled “the Uzbek model of
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the economy”, and the government did its job and
gradually Uzbekistan began to move to a new stage of
development in the tourism sector. In 2001 the oldest
Uzbek city of Samarkand was recognized as a UNESCO
World Heritage site. However, when the new president
Shavkat Mirziyoyev took over in 2016, the tourism

Zarina Osilbekova

industry became a focus, and thus great innovations and

Uzbekistan

investments have been made. Since February 10, 2018,

Int’l Trade

a visa-free regime is valid for a period of 30 days for
18 countries, including Uzbekistan main trade partners
and allies; such as South Korea, Israel, Malaysia, Japan,
Turkey, France, and other former USSR countries.

E-Visa
To simplify obtaining a visa to Uzbekistan for citizens
of 50 countries of the world, the government of the
country launched the E-Visa electronic portal: https://
e-visa.gov.uz.
The applicant simply needs to fill out a form, receive
confirmation of the submitted application to his e-mail,
pay a fee of 20 US dollars, and wait 3 business days to
get the results of the application. An electronic visa
to Uzbekistan will be sent to the applicant's mail in
PDF format. Only tourist visas are issued through this
portal. The electronic visa allows one-time entry into
Uzbekistan for up to 30 days and is valid for 90 days
from the date of issue.

Uzbekistan
Now Opening to the World

Free Transit visa
In addition, from July 15, 2018, a short-term visa-free
entry into the Republic of Uzbekistan for 101 countries,
was introduced for a period of not more than five days
following transit through the international airports of
the Republic of Uzbekistan.

In the period when Uzbekistan was one of the 15

War. The leader of the Soviet Union, Nikita Khrushchev,

controlling foreign tourists. It included six departments:

These changes are intended to facilitate tourism, as a

republics of the Soviet Union, the tourism sector was

expressed his unwillingness to open the Soviet Union to

controlling USA, Canada, and UK tourists; controlling

way to catch up on the globalization and integration

practically nonexistent. Residents of the Soviet Union

foreign tourists because he feared espionage disguised

other foreign tourists; hotel control; control of the Soviet

process. I hope the information mentioned above

were only allowed to travel within their country and

as journalists and travelers. As a result, every foreign

travel agencies "Sputnik" and "Intourist"; monitoring all

was useful to you and you will consider a trip to our

the countries of the socialist camp, which were Hungary

tourist arriving in the USSR came under 24-hour control

contacts of Soviet citizens with foreigners.

hospitable country. After all, right now you have an

and Bulgaria. For a more complete understanding of the

by the KGB (Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti,

specifics of inbound and outbound tourism in the Soviet

translated in English as Committee for State Security).

In 1991, after Uzbekistan gained independence,

Union, it should be considered in the context of the Cold

The KGB had a special 7th directorate that served for

the situation began to change. The chosen model
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ideal opportunity. We will be glad to see you. Welcome
to Uzbekistan!
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2019 and the third and quarter final group stages of the

f o r A z e r b a i j a n ’s

UEFA European Championship in 2020.

hospitality success
is its people. As my

Azerbaijan has also hosted the Formula One World

uncle Shamil Babayev

Driver’s Championship of 2016 and in 2017, the Formula

- a professional judo

1 Azerbaijan Grand Prix was awarded the title, “RACE

coach, who has taken

OF THE YEAR” in most of the surveys conducted by

part in organizing many

Parvana Babayeva

a number of international media organizations. The

of the sports events

Azerbaijan

excellent performance of Azerbaijan as a host earned

in Azerbaijan- says,

Energy Science & Policy

them the right to continue hosting the Formula One

“the competitions that are held in Azerbaijan are well

World Driver’s Championship in Baku for the next 7 years.

organized and attract more foreign and local supporter’s

Another major event that Azerbaijanis are proud to have

each year. The Azerbaijani people consider all

hosted, is the IV Islamic Solidarity Games, a multi-sport

international events a national holiday, they participate

tournament held between May 12-22, 2017. Volunteers

in all events with great pleasure, are very gentle and

played a special role in organizing the Islamic Solidarity

kind to all foreigners and are always eager to host

Games, with more than 8,000 volunteers participating in

tourists”. Azerbaijanis see each international event as an

organizational works. The main motto of the IV Islamic

opportunity to gain new experiences in different fields

Solidarity Games was "Solidarity is our strength." Up

and gain new acquaintances from all over the world.

to this day, the event is still regarded as a great sports

People, especially the young, tend to learn foreign

festival and a triumph of friendship. Recently, the 32nd

languages and customs; thus resulting in an increase

World Judo Championship was held on 20 September -

of multilingual diversity and culture level among the

27 September 2018; where around 800 athletes from 125

citizens. Additionally, international events serve as a

countries competed in several different categories.

platform for FDI, the creation of job opportunities, the

Azerbaijan
A Country of Hospitality

development of infrastructure, and help incentivize
Along with the government’s efficient tourism and
foreign relations policy, the other key component

Azerbaijan is a country distinguished by its hospitality,

in 2011. The slogan of the Eurovision Song Contest

sincerity, and kindness. Even world-renowned writer

was “light your fire”. During the event period various

Alexander Duma, during his visit to the Caucasus said,

activities, which reflected the tradition of Azerbaijan,

“If you knock on any door in Azerbaijan, or anywhere in

were organized.

the Caucasus, say that you’re a foreigner and have no
place to spend the night, the owner of the house will

The FIFA U-17 women's world cup was held in Azerbaijan

immediately give you his largest room. He and his family

between September 22 and October 13, 2012; this

would move to the smaller room. Moreover, during the

championship was the first FIFA event in Azerbaijan

week, two weeks, or the month that you stay in his

and the first FIFA U-17 women's world cup event to be

house he will take care of you and will not let you want

held in Eurasia. During this event, world renown singers

for anything.”

Jennifer Lopez, Shakira and Rihanna came to Azerbaijan
and performed during the championship. In 2015, the

With only 27 years of existence, Azerbaijan has had

European Games took place in Baku, the capital of

the honor to host several international events; as it

Azerbaijan. 10,000 athletes from 50 European countries

continues to demonstrate its hospitality to the world,

competed for 253 sets of medals. The opening ceremony

Azerbaijan is becoming a regional hub for large-scale

of the 2015 European Games, on June 12, was the first

events. In 2012, Azerbaijan hosted the Eurovision

sports event to be held at Baku Olympic Stadium, the

Song Contest, after Eldar Gasimov and Nigar Jamal

largest stadium in Azerbaijan. It was also the chosen

(Azerbaijani nationals) won the competition in Germany

arena for the final stage of the UEFA Europa League in
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Kwaku Nti
Ghana

Why
You Should Visit

Energy Science & Policy

Ghana

Ghana is the epitome of the saying, “amazing things

of places to visit, from castles and forts built centuries

come in small packages’’. Ghana has an area of about

ago to several ecological sites scattered across the

230,000 square kilometers with a population of about 23

length and breadth of the country. Popular among the

million people. It is considered to be one of Africa’s true

castles are the Elmina Castle built in 1482, the Cape

success stories in terms of culture, stable democracy

Coast Castle built in 1653, and the Christiansburg Castle

and development. If you are searching to enjoy sunny

built in 1648. Popular ecological locations include

beaches, rich culture, lively cities, welcoming locals, and

Mole National Park, Larabanga Mosque, Baoben-Fiama

wonderful wildlife, then Ghana should be your next stop.

monkey sanctuary, Kakum National Park Ntonso Adinkra
Arts and Craft Village, Nzuleze (stilts settlement), Lake

On the globe, Ghana, a member of the Economic

Bosomtwe, Lake Volta (the world’s largest man-made

Community of West African States (ECOWAS), is bordered

lake) and the Kintampo Waterfalls.
There is a lot of diversity in Ghana. The country consists
of many ethnic groups. Some documents suggest that
there are over 40 ethnic groups residing in the country.
The predominant ones are The Akans (47.5% of the
population), followed by the Mole Dagbani (16.6% of
the population), the Ewe and Ga-Dangme who make
up 13.9% and 7.4% respectively. The diversity in the
population can be easily spotted in the different local
languages and foods. The most spoken language is Twi,
the language of the Akans, and the basic diet includes
fufu (starch), rice and banku.
Aside from the sites and rich history that Ghana has to
offer, one very interesting thing about Ghana, is that you

by the Gulf of Guinea in the south, Cote d'Ivoire (Ivory

get to know your soul’s name. The Akan’s believe that

Coast) in the west, Burkina Faso in the north, and Togo

every soul carries his/ her own name into the world. This

in the east. The country has produced many great

name comes from the day of the week in which you were

leaders such as Kofi Annan, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, and

born. The Akan day of the weeks and the corresponding

Professor Allotey.

names can be seen in the table below:
Day of the
Week

Days in
Twi

Female
name

Male
Names

1957. The first Europeans to arrive at the coast were the

Sunday

Kwasíada

Akosua

Akwasi

Portuguese, in 1471. The name Gold Coast was given to

Monday

Ɛdwóada

Adwoa

Kwadwo

the country due to the large gold resources found in the

Tuesday

Ɛbénada

Abena

Kwabena

area. Even today, Ghana is one of the top exporters of

Wednesday

Wukúada

Akua

Kwaku

Thursday

Yáwóada

Yaa

Yaw

Friday

Efíada

Afia

Kofi

Saturday

Méméneda

Ama

Kwame

Ghana was formerly known as the Gold Coast. It was
a former British colony which gained independence in

gold in the world. In 2016, the country earned about 9.4
billion dollars from the export of gold alone. Other top
exports include cocoa beans, crude oil, coconuts, Brazil
nuts, cashews and cocoa paste. Ghana is the second
largest exporter of cocoa, meaning that your favorite

36

chocolate bar or gold accessory, may have originated

So with this, you can easily understand names like

from Ghana.

Kwame Nkrumah, Kofi Annan, and Kwaku Nti. Visit Ghana

Tourism in Ghana is very vibrant. There are a variety

and experience a vacation like never before.
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추석이 뭔지 아세요?
저는 이번에 추석에 대한 소개와, 추석에 제가 가족들과 어떻게 시간을
보내는지에 대해 말씀드리려고 합니다. 추석은 미국의 추수감사절과 비

Cristian Vasquez

슷한 명절로, 다른 나라의 추수감사절과 같이, 가족들이 모여 함께 감사

Ecuador

를 드리는 시기입니다. 그리고 한국인들은 보통 고향을 방문하기 위해

Int’l Business

Donghak Kim
Korea

a day in September or October, depending on the lunar

먼 곳을 여행하기도 합니다. 저는 추석에 제가 태어나고, 부모님이 살고

calendar. This celebration is a time for families to gather

계신 창원을 방문합니다. 그리고 가족들과 함께 새해 첫날처럼 조상의

and give thanks. During this 3=day holiday, Koreans often

산소에 성묘를 갑니다. 성묘를 하면서, 조상님의 영혼을 기리기 위해 절

travel far and wide to visit their hometowns. In my case,

을 올리기도 합니다.

I visit Changwon, where I was born and my parents are

Guest Author
Ajou Graduate School of

living in. Also, families visit the graves of ancestors to

Business (MBA)

pay respects. It is common to see that during traditional

이날은 또한 풍년을 축하하는 날이기도 하기 때문에, 명절 음식이 풍성
합니다. 그 중 가장 유명한 음식은 달콤한 속을 넣은 작은 초승달 모양
의 떡인 송편입니다. 실제로 추석 저녁에 보름달을 보며 사람들은 소원

memorial service deep bows are performed to honor the

을 빌기도 합니다.

spirit of deceased. In Chuseok, Koreans celebrate the
good harvest and abundance, which is why food plays a

Do You Know
What Chuseok Is?

very important role on this day. There are many foods
that we enjoy during this holiday; the most famous food
is Songpyeon, which are small crescent-shaped rice
cakes with a sweet filling. On the evening of Chuseok,
once the moon is out, it is common for people to make

그리고, 우리 가족은 보통, 장인, 장모님을 뵙기 위해 처갓집에 방문합

Cristian Vasquez:
“한국은 가장 큰 경제국 중 하나로, 이 나라를 부유하게 하는 부수적인
요소가 있습니다. 저는 이것을 독자 여러분께 소개하려고 합니다.
바로 한국의 큰 명절 '추석'입니다. 추석은 한국의 전통, 미식, 문화와 깊
은 관련이 있습니다. 한국의 '추석'은 미국의 '추수 감사절', 멕시코의 '죽
음의 날', 인도의 '디왈리' 같은 세계의 여러 명절들처럼 중요하게 여겨집

Cristian Vasquez:

wishes to the full moon.

"South Korea is one of the largest economies in the

It is very important to visit your family, and for married

니다. 다른 국제 학생들이 그렇듯, 저도 추석에 대해서 잘 몰랐습니다.

world, however, there are additional factors that

couples and families, it is almost mandatory to visits

그래서 추석이 다가올 즈음, 저는 한 친구에게 추석에 대한 설명을 부탁

make this country rich. Korea is well known for its

both families. This is why during Chuseok, roads are

했고, 그는 그의 추석을 가제트의 독자들과 공유하기로 했습니다.”

traditions, gastronomy, and culture. One of its relevant

busy. Each year my family visit Changwon to greet my

celebrations is Chuseok. Because of its importance,

parents and parents-in-law. Since Changwon is quite far

Donghak Kim:

Chuseok can be compared with other important holidays

away from Suwon, it takes us around 6 hours due to the

여러분 추석이 뭔지 아세요?

in the world such as Thanksgiving in the US, The Day

traffic jam. Fortunately, my parents live in the same

저는 아주대학교 대학원에 다니는 김동학입니다.

of the Dead in Mexico, and Diwali in India. Like many

city as my parents-in-law so we do not waste a lot of

other international students, I was unaware of this

time moving around. At my parents’ house, the whole

celebration, so when the time for Chuseok came, I asked

family gets together and is joined by my uncle’s family,

a friend to explain it to me, and so he also agreed to

to perform the traditional memorial service and visit

share his experience of Chuseok with all the readers of

the graves of my grandparents and great-grandparents.

the Gazette.”

After this, my family and I visit the home of my parentsother’s company while we drink some beverages and

To begin with, my name is Donghak, and I am part of

alcohol. It is a common practice to give gifts during

the Ajou University graduate program. I would like to

Chuseok. I usually prepare some money as a gift for my

explain about Chuseok and how I spend my time with my

parents, parents-in-law, and nephews & nieces; often

family during this holiday.

children get a lot of money from their uncles and aunts.

Chuseok is the Korean harvest holiday, which is similar to

Among all the Korean holidays, I prefer Chuseok because

Thanksgiving celebrated in the U.S. It commonly falls on

of the beautiful weather, a variety of fruits and food.
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우리 부모님과 처갓집이 같은 도시 창원에 사셔서, 우리는 이동하는데
많은 시간을 절약할 수 있습니다.
친척들은 제사를 지내고, 성묘를 하러 가기 위해서 우리 부모님 집으로
모입니다. 제사와 성묘 일정이 끝나면 그 다음, 우리는 처갓집으로 이동
해서 저녁을 먹으며 술도 한잔하며 좋은 시간을 보냅니다. 그리고 추석
선물로 보통 용돈을 준비해서 부모님과 조카들에게 전달합니다. 그래서
아이들은 삼촌과 이모들도부터 많은 용돈을 얻게 됩니다. 제 생각에는
아름다운 날씨와 많은 과일을 비롯한 풍성한 먹거리 때문에 설날보다
추석이 더 좋다고 생각합니다.

in-law. There we have a dinner together and enjoy each
Donghak Kim:

니다. 창원은 수원과는 거리가 멀어서 6시간 정도 걸리지만, 다행히도,
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Ajou University,
An Opportunity
for African Students
To Redefine
Themselves

Life in Korea

Obianuo Emmanuel
Obunike
Nigeria
Int’l Business

prestigious, yet dynamic institutions, such as Ajou
University.
Whenever I think of Ajou University and its impact
on students, I seemed to be increasingly convinced
of the wisdom that can be pulled out from the
words of Roman Imperator Gaius Julius Caesar,
whom after conquering nations, said, “I came, I
saw, I conquered.” To me, I have re interpreted this
statement to mean: “I came, I saw, I believed.”
Ajou University has maintained the legacy of
transforming, changing and enriching the lives of
future leaders from diverse cultures, academic,

succeeded not only in increasing knowledge but,

political and economic backgrounds. Ajou provides

putting in place the possibilities for students to

quality education and is much more integrated into

invent, create and discover new things.

Kofi Annan said, "Knowledge is power. Information is

modern trends, with flexibility, theoretical and

Every African student at Ajou University can attest to

liberating. Education is the premise for progress in every

practical approaches to make learning easy. Ajou

the fact that, Ajou University’s academic system is

society". In affirmation, Nelson Mandela, said, "education

University believes in the words of Albert Einstein

unique, integrated and more inclusive in comparison

is the most powerful weapon, which you can use to

who said, “education is what remains after one has

to other countries. Ajou University continues to

change the world".

forgotten what is learned in the class.” Ajou has

prepare us for the emerging world within which we

made education a life, especially for international

could be great ambassadors of the University in our

students.

home countries.

innovation, one is forced to wonder what could be the

To mention but a few, Ajou University has a profound

Robert Kennedy said, "few will have the greatness to

various reasons for underdevelopment. For these reasons

strength in the following areas:

be in history, but each one of us can work to change

Looking at the status of developing nations in a fastpaced world, driven by science, technology, and

and more, the importance of education cannot be over-

a small portion of events and all those acts will be

emphasized as it influences societal development by

• Investment in quality programs and resources

written in the history of a generation". Thus, in

facilitating individual development. Hence, education

•	E xcellent educational facilities. Aside from

conclusion, I believe that Ajou University is working

consistently remains at the center of 21st-century

modern curriculum, students have access to first

towards transforming the destinies of nations through

development discourse. Education is considered the

class lecture halls, all-inclusive modern libraries,

the impact being made on its student body. I will

panacea, for underdevelopment or aptly put by Malcolm

availability of internet for out of classroom

graciously be a proud alumnus of Ajou University and

X as the passport for the future which belongs to only

research, and professional academic and non-

so will most international students. Ajou University is

academic staff.

truly a place for modern learning.

those who prepare for it.

•	A bold, transparent and flexible academic
While education is believed to be easily available to

environment

most people, quality education remains unavailable

• Symbiotic student-lecturer relationships

or inaccessible especially in the least developed and/

• Design and implementation of quality research

or developing countries. They do not only face the
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challenges of inadequate educational systems and

Maimonides said, “give a man a fish and feed him

processes but are also ridden with disturbing gaps in

for a day, teach a man how to fish and feed him for

educational resources, fueling innovation. The search for

a lifetime” and I will add, teach a man how to fish

this needed form of education is also the reason many

and he will feed the entire world…this is exactly

students travel far and wide to get the best from globally

what Ajou University is doing. Ajou university has
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The Ajou International Day is a one-day event, held once a year on the campus. This event is

Life in Korea

anticipated by both the staff and students of Ajou University; it is considered as one chance
in a year to highlight the diversity of nations where Ajou students are from. It is also an
opportunity to celebrate the coming together of these cultures under one institution with the
slogan “Ajou- It’s a Small World”. For this event, the students group with other co-national or
students from regions alike and showcase their culture and food. Each team is given a booth
to decorate and the opportunity to set up national food and drinks for sale.

Abdulqudus Jamiu
Ibraheem
Nigeria

This year’s Ajou International Day was great, in spite of the continuous rain, the event did not

Energy Science & Policy

deter the participating students from decorating their booths and having a joyful attitude. The
event started at noon when the students began selling their various cuisines to prospective
customers, including other students, members of staff, professors, and the President of Ajou,
Prof Hyungju Park, who visited all the booths and admired the students’ hard work towards
setting up and arranging the booths, even in suboptimal weather.
The second part of this event started with a question and answer session. Tests and rewards
are normal at educational institutions, so the quiz of brilliant minds is always a welcome
challenge, for which the participation was overwhelming and cash prizes were given out
to the individual with the most correct answers. The evening continued as Ajou students

Ajou
International Day
2018
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displayed their fun and cultural sides part as they performed, both in groups and as solo
artists. There were dance performances, singing and even interactive shows. Among the
various jolly acts, there was a very colorful dance from Myanmar and another Nepal, which
were indeed spectacles to watch. The dance performance by the crew from the Chinese booth
was such a delight as they made the spectators cheer to their impressive dance moves. This
was followed by a song from a Jamaican participant with an infusion of Korean, and later a
fantastic dance from Vietnamese students. The winners of these performances were decided
by the spectators and cash prizes were given out for various categories which include the best
booth, best food, and the dancing and singing competitions.
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In October 2018 (October 5 - October 7), the “55th
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Princess Hong" and the "Suwon Lantern of Love Festival".

Suwon Hwaseong Cultural Festival” took place in Suwon’s
Fortress; which was declared in the year of 1997, a

To connect each venue, and not lose the sequence

UNESCO World Heritage site. This celebration, full of

of each and every one of the activities, a series of

history and tradition for Suwon, was one more edition

experiential activities were carried out in between the

presenting a wide range of performances and activities

venues; where visitors had the opportunity to take part

in different parts of the city, diversifying and expanding

in interactive activities and thus lead to a pleasant

to beautiful landscapes all over Suwon, and moving away

and unique experience. Similarly, inside the Palace of

Mexico

from the traditional venue which was only the Fortress

Haenggung, visitors were able to enjoy a fantastic and

NGO

(the Festival extended all the way from the Hwaseomun

beautiful night in the light of the moon. Ordinarily, the

Gate to the area surrounding Jangan Park). All the venues

Hwaseong Haenggung Palace is closed to the public

selected combined culture and tradition, inherited by

after nightfall. However, thanks to the “Night Tour

King Jeongjo, who built for his father, Crown Prince Sado,

with Moonlight”, there were various performances and

the Hwaseong Fortress; an impressive and majestic 5.74

exhibitions at the Hwaseong Haenggung Palace during

km length complex. The festival reflects upon the filial

the evenings. The Night Tour featured a media art

piety of King Jeongjo and his thoughts and reforms for his

performance called “Mancheon Myeongwol Juinong”

subjects.

focusing on King Jeongjo’s love for the people using

Suwon, including a celebration of cultural diversity and

José Carlos Bernal
Rosales

th

The 55
Suwon
Hwaseong
Cultural Festival

holograms, lighting, and balloon light fixtures. The Night

extending new horizons to the culture of South Korea.

In 1795, King Jeongjo the Great embarked on an 8-day

Tour also offered the “Haenggung Osolbit-gil” walk,

Many students from Ajou University, had the opportunity

trip to the Hwaseong Fortress to celebrate the 60th

where people could follow the light and walk along

to participate as volunteers wearing traditional costumes

birthday of Crown Princess Hong, his mother. The royal

hidden paths and gardens inside Hwaseong Haenggung

(Hanbok) as they walked through the main streets

procession of King Jeongjo has been captured in paintings

Palace, and the “Paper Lantern Performance”, which is

of Suwon city, for the “King Jeongjo Tomb Parade

such as the “Hwaseong Wonhaeng Dobyeong” and books

a performance that uses paper lanterns made with five

Reenactment”.

such as the “Wonhaeng Eulmyo Jeongri Uigwe”.

different colors.
Without a doubt, this year celebration of the 55th
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In "Culture City" (as it was called in this edition)

2018 was the year in which the Suwon Hwaseong Cultural

edition of the festival has been one of the most complete

participants were able to experience life as it was during

Festival established its identity as a “Citizen-centric

celebrations of the Suwon Hwaseong Cultural Festival.

the Joseon Dynasty, through a variety of performances

Festival”, for having the participants as the main focus

The event brought together the residents of this beautiful

and activities; among whose highlights were the "King

of the Festival. In the re-creation of the King Jeongjo

city, creating promise that the festival, will certainly

Jeongjo Tomb Parade Reenactment", the reenactment

Tomb Parade, there was a special participation of

have greater national and international recognition in the

of the "Jinchanyeon (60th Birthday) Banquet for Crown

foreigners (residents and students) who live in the city of

future.
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After experiencing a fantastic semester with the various activities

Life in Korea

that the NUBI Club offered to all GSIS students, we met with
Donggeon Kim (김동건) and Dong Wook Shin (신동욱), President and
Vice President of NUBI respectively, and they talked to us about this
great experience.
José Carlos Bernal
Rosales

They explained to us that the meaning of NUBI comes from Hangul. '
누비다'! Hangul “누비” means to explore not only Ajou University, but

Mexico

also the world, and to help foreign friends in new circumstances!

NGO

GSIS friends who live in Korea often have questions about Korea that
are not academically-related. We have the GSIS office, but I think

Fall
Into

NUBI

we need buddies to talk more comfortably.
These buddies, NUBI, are a volunteer group that enhances the
acculturation process for foreign students. So they try their best to
make foreign student’s lives in Korea even better.
In my conversation with Donggeon Kim, he said that the more
GSIS friends get involved, the greater the passion of NUBI members.
According to the president, NUBI plans field trips so that GSIS friends
can learn about Korea. So, he would like to ask GSIS members to

NUBI

participate even more in various events, such as field trips and
social gatherings. Then, NUBI will be even more enthusiastic. It will
have a promising effect for all involved. And he hopes you will enjoy
the culture of Korea and the opportunities to make lifelong friends!
Recently, Donggeon Kim was elected as the 22nd President of NUBI.
He would like to say, “Thank you, all my foreign friends who I have
worked this semester and I would like to thank all my NUBI friends
who have planned to make their foreign friends more comfortable. I
hope that you will have a lot of interest and excitement about NUBI
activities in the future.”
Speaking with Dong Wook Shin, the relationship between NUBI and
GSIS is truly precious to him, because he can learn their cultures
and he can teach about the wonders of Korea to GSIS students. And
he thinks this relationship is complementary and very helpful to all.
Recently Dong Wook Shin was selected the Vice-President of NUBI
and, although he loves the role, he is so busy organizing a huge
number of NUBI activities. While doing all this, he is, of course, a
student with a hectic schedule. But he made really good memories
as NUBI’s Vice President. Each and every moment was precious to
him.
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In addition, 5 student-presenters provided lectures,

Life in Korea

which were also an essential part of the conference. On
this occasion, it was held in two sessions, presented as
follows:
In this edition of the Ajou GSIS International Symposium,
we listened very carefully to very interesting topics for

José Carlos Bernal
Rosales

all GSIS students, such as the theme of Erlikh Sergei

Mexico

(NGO) who spoke about Hybrid Entrepreneurship and its

NGO

urgency for NGOs of Central Asia, in which he presented
case studies from Kyrgyzstan and the Ukraine.
Later, José Carlos Bernal Rosales (NGO), presented an
analysis of NGO development in South Korea, for the
Development of future NGOs in Mexico, in which he
shared some comparative data between both countries
and the importance in having roles for civil society in
each nation.
For the last presentation of the first session, Ibrahim
Elsayed Mahmoud Kshanh (ES) shared with us the role
of civil society in combating climate change and the
importance of carrying out projects together with
governments, the private sector and civil society, with

Ajou GSIS International Symposium

Maturing Business and Civil Society:
Paths to an Inclusive Third Sector
On November 30th, 2018, Ajou’s GSIS International

and allows us to expand our vision on how to face the

Symposium, entitled Maturing Business and Civil Society:

problems that are currently encountered in the world.

Paths to an Inclusive Third Sector was held and all GSIS

environment, renewable energy, human rights, gender

the objective to implement sustainable development

equality, and another; emphasizing these themes in the

projects.

revitalization of the Global Partnership for Sustainable
Development, one of the Sustainable Development

For the second session, Ammar Zaidan Khalaf Al Lami

Goals (SDG) of the United Nations (UN), which involves

(ES) and Mamayusupov Rakhimberdi (ES) presented their

governments, the private sector and civil society.

work, with themes of “Civil Society and Sustainable

These inclusive partnerships are built upon principles

Development: The Case of Romania and Iraq”, and

and values and shared goals that place people and the

“Crowdfunding Projects in Energy Sector,” respectively,

planet at the center, and they are needed at the global,

in which they presented diverse ways in which civil

regional, national and local level.

society participates in these countries through different
projects which directly impact economic, political and

In the same way, Mr. Chun talked of the importance

social aspects in these countries.

of multilateralism, of the mediation between the

students had the great opportunity to be participants in

At the opening of this wonderful event, the former

government and communities, in which civil society

In conclusion, the 17th edition of the Ajou GSIS

this extraordinary event, in which through the various

ambassador of the Republic of Korea to Mexico, Mr.

is one of the main actors in satisfactorily carrying out

International Symposium was successfully carried out

topics that were presented, they were able to join the

Chun Beeho (currently a professor at Sungkyunkwan

these objectives supporting sustainable development.

with topics that were of great interest to the students

discussion about these relevant issues.

University) talked about the importance of the Third

Personally, I find this type of event, organized by

who enjoyed this event, motivating them to participate

Sector in the 2030 agenda on its contribution in different

Last but not least, he also mentioned the relevance

in the next edition. We will all now look forward to

areas of world interest.

of the development of renewable energies and the

the18th symposium in 2019.

the GSIS office, helps students to strengthen our

enormous work that economically stable countries are

knowledge, and at the same time, learning more about

Like the presenters, Mr. Chun referred to the importance

the experience of colleagues from different countries

of the inclusiveness of civil society in matters of the
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creating for the benefit of developing nations.
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Interviews

Jose Carlos Bernal
Rosales

Interview with IDC Alumnus
International Cooperation
Coordinator, Embassy of Ecuador
in South Korea

program.
From the theoretical perspective, understanding the

Interviewee

concept of interdependence and its relevance to the
concept of power, has allowed me to better recognize
the dynamics of cooperation. Mostly characterized

Diana Vanessa
Vizcaíno León

by an increasing diversity of actors, particularly nonstate actors; an evolving agenda of foreign policy with

Ecuador

a marked nuance of the current leaders’ interests and

Mexico

priorities; increasing challenges on measuring and

NGO

reporting results while maintaining policy coherence,
and accountability; and increasing possibilities for

Distinguished Alumnus

4.	What has been the most exciting experiences working

linkages between various types of issues.

Interviewer
1.	D iana, first could you start off by introducing
yourself?

2.	For you, what does it mean to have completed your
studies at Ajou University?

in South Korea?

Moreover, after my thesis work, which was focused

To be honest, working at the Embassy, where legally

on the theoretical framework of education and social

speaking I am in Ecuadorian territory, is very exciting.

development, and presented empirical evidence on

Firstly, I have been able to contribute to its important

how Korean educational institutions are being driven by

mission to help educate more global citizens. Secondly,

A couple of days ago, during a conversation I had with

When I entered Ajou’s GSIS in the spring of 2015, I was

quantitative academic wellbeing measures, while lacking

because while I work serving the Ecuadorian community,

my husband we reviewed some of the choices we

conscious of the importance of continuing to educate

proper systems to assess their student population’s

somehow, it has meant giving back to both societies,

have made in life: we have not had ordinary lives, we

myself. I was ready to return to school to get equipped

subjective well-being, I have been inspired to keep

Korean and Ecuadorian, for the generosity and warmth I

concluded. Born and raised in Ecuador, when I was 23

with the fundamentals that would help me to become

gathering more evidence in that regard. In the end,

have received during my stay in this country. And thirdly,

years old for the very first time, I left my country and

successful in the field of international development and

it has been argued that the individual’s wellbeing has

because it has allowed me to experience first-hand the

moved abroad for almost two years. The same journey

cooperation. Upon graduated, it was my aspiration to

repercussions for the welfare of the society as a whole.

diplomacy’s nobility and transcendence but also its flaws

was started four years ago when we came to Asia. Who

be able to help a variety of organizations whether they

I am now is nothing but the result of those experiences

were public or private, to develop projects with major

and challenges that have brought wisdom to my life and

social impacts, to help them become more socially

5. What are your recommendations for GSIS students?

have built a broader perspective in the way I see and

responsible.

Count your accomplishments in life not by the number

understand how the world operates. I strongly believe

Having completed my Master’s Degree at Ajou University

of pursued degrees, count them by how those academic

that all of us are part of a global community and as

has meant achieving those goals and realizing those

experiences have helped you become a more caring,

such, we are all responsible and directly influence the

aspirations.

wise and understanding person.

well-being of each other.

I cannot leave out, how fundamental it was having had

Since I was an adolescent, I felt called to work for the

at least two internships while studying. One was at the

Dare to break mental paradigms and find more humane

common good of others. With the zeal and strength of

Embassy of Ecuador in Korea and the second one at the

ways to interact with others, while always keeping your

spirit that is characterized by that time in people’s lives,

Gyeonggi Center for Creative Economy & Innovation.

mind and heart open.

I volunteered for over eight years leading youth and

The first one opened a door for a future hiring.

children’s groups that shared the same caring feelings
for one another.
On the other hand, I am a business oriented and
strategically minded entrepreneur. For over three years,

and contradictions.

Finally, as Prof Watson once told us: “Fulfill your
3.	B ased on your academic experience at Ajou

potential”: Conceive a meaningful and purposeful life in

University, can you tell us how you apply your

such a way that will allow you to make a positive impact

knowledge in your current job?

in the life of others.

I was involved in the private multinational sector and

I am currently working at the Embassy of Ecuador in

Anyone can have noble goals and intentions, but those

I discovered how companies desire to become more

Korea, as the International Cooperation Coordinator,

who have real practical knowledge are more likely to

socially responsible. As I gained more experience in the

mainly focused on Education matters.

become successful.

corporate world, I realized the importance of companies

Beyond acquired knowledge, I think that on a daily

and communities working together in a unified network.

basis, I apply a systematic, critical, and comprehensive

6. What does Ajou University mean to you?

All these life events have given me the drive to continue

analysis on the relationship between causes and

If I could pick two words to describe it, I would pick

looking for ways to better serve our global community.

consequences, which was developed during my master’s

“growth” and “opportunity”.
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